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Process to Date
Process for Social Cost of Carbon and Cost of
Carbon Model Review report:
1. SDSC Identified needed research and
included Social Cost of Carbon and Cost of
Carbon Model Review in the Request for
Proposals (RFP) as Task 3
2. Technical Consultant Energy Futures Group
(EFG) met with SDSC task group members
(TJ Poor, Jared Duval, Kenneth Jones) to
refine research design & lit review.
3. EFG produced draft report, presented at
08/11 SDSC meeting, received task group
feedback and public comment
4. EFG produced revised report, presented at
08/18 SDSC meeting, received public
comment. SDSC unanimously agreed to
forward EFG report and SDSC
recommendations re: SCC to full Council.

Science and Data Subcommittee Recommendations re: Social Cost of Carbon:

Climate Action
Plan
Recommendations

1.

Value greenhouse gas emissions costs (and avoided costs)
by utilizing a global damage-based estimation of the Social
Cost of Carbon (SCC), based on models developed for the
New York Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYDEC) by Resources for the Future.

2.

Recognize that the NYDEC guidelines offer a range of
possible discount rates that value future damages and costs
of those damages and based on polling of the Science and
Data Subcommittee and meeting attendees, that it is
reasonable to utilize the SCC that was developed using the
central discount rate of 2%. 2% is one reasonable discount
rate to reflect the time value of money from society’s
perspective.

3.

Plan for updating of the SCC and discount rate on a regular
basis, considering new research that may be published that
impact SCC and application of the discount rate (including
federal Interagency Working Group).

Recommendations re: Cost of Carbon
Model
1.

Use Cost of Carbon Reduction (CCR) model as appropriate to cross check
and/or provide inputs for the Low Emissions Analysis Platform (LEAP) and
Climate Action Plan (CAP) modeling.

2.

Continue to maintain and update the accounting for mitigation pathways
to promote transparency and consistency in assumptions. Recognizing that
the EFG report calls for the “Cost of Carbon” model to continue to be
updated, the Subcommittee recommends that this accounting could come
in the format of the “Cost of Carbon” model that has been created by
Department of Public Service, or through other reasonable means.

3.

Initially through technical consultant and to be updated periodically by the
State of Vermont, create a greenhouse gas mitigation technology/policy
supply curve that estimates the relative net cost of mitigation policies
and/or technologies per ton of greenhouse gas emissions saved as well as
the potential savings associated with those policies and/or technologies.

Image: Sample cost curve for GHG reduction (or
mitigation supply curve) Source: McKinsey

Climate Xchange Report: “Assessment of U.S.
Climate Alliance States’ Climate Action Plans”

Next Steps: Integration with LEAP Modeling and CAP
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